
Horizontal form fill seal (HFFS) miniwrap
FORMAT

Confectionery
MARKET SEGMENT

OPPalyteTM 40MW648 white coated OPP film
FILM TYPE

Enhanced shelf-appeal and seal integrity
BRAND OWNER CHALLENGE

APPLICATION

«Kislinka» hard sugar candy from Roshen

Enhanced shelf-appeal and seal integrity

OPPalyteTM 40MW648 is a white opaque cavitated 
oriented polypropylene (OPP) film, acrylic coated  
on one side and VLTS coating on the other side.

“Kislinka” hard sugar candy
from Roshen



Exceptionally wide sealing range.

Excellent surface for printability.

Good aroma barrier.

Chose OPPalyte™ 40MW648 film for its low temperature 
sealing (VLTS) coating and its excellent performance on 
high-speed HFFS machines.

The white cavitated core in conjunction with the VLTS 
coating provides good seal integrity.

The acrylic coating provides an excellent surface for 
printability, enhancing graphics and the product’s shelf-
appeal.

Easy opening solution.

Efficiency on high-speed machine.

Enhanced seal integrity.

Enhanced graphics, improved shelf-appeal vs.
twist format.

FeaturesSolution

Benefits

Contact your Jindal Films representative for more information
www.jindalfilms.com - info@jindalfilms.com
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